A US-China decoupling could end decades of collaboration & hurt innovation. During a @WIRED webinar, @drturnerlee of the Brookings Institution & @ianbremmer of @eurasiagroup discussed why we need a collaborative approach for technological advancement.

tinyurl.com/y4hdwqf

Huawei is committed to reaching the UN #SDGs every day via our efforts to provide access to education + ICT and remove poverty. Tag someone that is bringing #Equality4all on InternationalYouthDay. 📸 Credits: @UN tinyurl.com/y63mqojc

Call it fashion, in just one tap. @NatalyOsmann paired her WatchGT2e with her P40Pro so she can shift as swiftly between her devices as she can her outfits. #Seamless

NATALY FASHIONISTA & CONTENT CREATOR
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Giving back to schools in our community is a major priority for Huawei.

#ConnectNotDivide tinyurl.com/y2ddso3t

Our children are our future. On #InternationalYouthDay, we remember the true value of continuing to engage young people to develop new skills and bring about a more prosperous world. tinyurl.com/tzr253q

Make bold decisions. Stay focused on innovation. #WeAreHuawei tinyurl.com/y283rq3

AI can help developing countries industrialize their way to growth. Huawei’s VP of Global Government Affairs and Economic Adviser Andrew Williams shares thoughts here. #Tech4All tinyurl.com/y3ps3lze
No noise, no distractions. #FreeBuds3i

After receiving digital skills training from DigiTruck, see how three students plan to build their futures. #Education4All tinyurl.com/y58z9pey

We are more than just a technology company. #FutureisConnected tinyurl.com/y2ddso3t

Huawei is a dedicated and active partner in the ISD Education Foundation, helping the local school district improve.

Welcome! You are invited to join a webinar: How do we avoid a global 'Splinternet' as the US-China geo-political tensions continue. auspol ausbiz - 10AM on August 19th - Register: us02web.zoom.us
Internationally recognized scholar + professor @miltonmueller shares thoughts on why the anti-China efforts are likely to hinder competition & insulate the U.S. from competitors, innovators and capital.

tinyurl.com/yyh2hywa

Trump and Pompeo: Stop the Internet, we want to get off

Ever wonder how #IoT can improve our lives? On Wednesday at 2 p.m. ET, join Huawei’s Tim Danks, Geoff Wylde of @wef, Joe Barrett of @gsacorr and analyst @lauradidio as they share their insights. Register now.

tinyurl.com/y6b3oma4

On #WorldHumanitarianDay, our own @SiebergD is going live to talk all about how Huawei is providing opportunities to people around the world with #TECH4ALL. Stay tuned for details.

LEARN MORE ABOUT:

Enjoy your music with no interruptions! #FreeBuds3i
Don’t let a lack of knowledge stand in the way of a better future. Digital tech can make education more accessible and effective. #TECH4ALL tinyurl.com/y4pz2az3

Capture dual view without taking another step. #Nova7SE

The Huawei #WatchGT2e has enough battery life to last 2 weeks without charging. Can you keep up?

See how #5G can transform our daily lives.
Digital tech can ensure students in remote regions have greater access to quality education. [TECH4ALL tinyurl.com/y6za3e8l]

We’re switching things up! On this week’s #TechTuesday @debraru will be live from @RuhGlobal answering your questions about technology & disabilities. Send in your questions with #AskHuaweiUSA - we’ll see you at 2:00 p.m. ET. [tinyurl.com/y376h88v]

WEBINAR: HOW IOT WILL CHANGE OUR DAILY LIVES
With Geoff Wylde, IoT Lead, World Economic Forum
Joe Barrett, President, Global Mobile, Suppliers Association (Moderator)
Tim Danks, VP of Risk Management, Huawei Technologies
Laura DIDio, High Tech Analyst, Principal of ITIC
Wednesday, August 19, 2-3 p.m. EST
[REGISTER NOW]

From the very beginning, we have been actively investing in R&D to drive innovation. [#WeAreHuawei tinyurl.com/y2839rq5]
Students in rural communities deserve access to educational resources. @nlongiatta, director of @UNESCO Regional Office explains how Huawei's #DigiTruck and #TECH4ALL program have made a positive impact on students in Eastern Africa. #TECH4ALL tinyurl.com/y3qygxxn

Do you dream of Paris? Huawei employees get the chance to visit it every day - well the Paris area of their campus anyway. Check it out. tinyurl.com/y5mrnnyb

I just published Telecom Myth Buster #2: The ‘Clean Network’

The U.S. State Department has apparently taken on a new diplomatic mission: to clean the United States, if not the world, of Chinese... link.medium.com
Say hello to Huawei's full-stack #AscendAI software: this solution is set to deliver AI computing power of the ultimate accessibility, ease of use, and performance to organizations and developers.

https://tinyurl.com/yynms8ff

For about 8 years, Huawei has been supporting and engaging Plano ISD to help teachers improve instruction in the classroom and the well-being of students. https://tinyurl.com/y2ddso3t

Huawei is a dedicated and active partner in the ISD Education Foundation, helping the local school district improve.

As the world’s largest smartphone seller by volume in Q2 2020, #Huawei jumps from 61st 49th place in this year’s Fortune Global 500 ranking, making the top 50 for the first time. #HuaweiFacts

https://fortune.com/company/huawei-investment-holding/
Hear lessons and experiences from the last two years at Huawei, as we drive towards AI-driven network automation through network use cases. Don’t miss this webinar, featuring Dr. Mohamed Madkour, VP Global Wireless & Cloud Core Network Marketing and Solutions, Huawei Technologies, alongside Professor Neil Sahota and Senior Analyst Will Townsend. https://tinyurl.com/y5ubj447

Imagine a world where there was no global collaboration on scientific research and technology innovation. Could we still benefit from emerging technologies such as #5G and #AI? Listen to Dr. Nicol Turner Lee and Ian Bremmer’s discussion on decoupling during WIRED’s recent webinar. Tune in if you missed it. https://tinyurl.com/y4hdwcjf

Huawei continues to take important steps to meet the UN’s sustainable development goals that will improve the quality of life for young people and everyone around the world. We must work together to support the next generation that will lead us into a brighter, more connected future. #InternationalYouthDay creds: United Nations https://tinyurl.com/y63mqojc
The future belongs to young people! This is how Huawei helps pave their way for the future. #InternationalYouthDay
https://tinyurl.com/tzr253q

You are just one tap away from all your favorite music. #FreeBuds3i

Our research indicates that AI and other technologies will create trade international flows that provide some of the world's poorest citizens with higher-paying jobs and better lives. Huawei's VP of Global Government Affairs and Economic Adviser Andrew Williamson is on Enterprise AI sharing his thoughts. https://tinyurl.com/y3ps3lze
The key to building a better future is greater access to education.

#TECH4ALL https://tinyurl.com/yyd2qma6

Our Chief Security Officer, Andy Purdy, will join Head of Corporate Media & Communications at Huawei Technologies Australia, Tony Brown, for a #LetsTalkHuawei vodcast. The two will be discussing how to avoid a global ‘Splinternet’ as the US-China geo-political tensions continue. It’s happening at 8 pm ET on August 19th! Register here. https://tinyurl.com/y2bx98b7
Will #IoT change our world? Tune in on Wednesday at 2 p.m. ET to hear Huawei’s Tim Danks, Geoff Wylde of World Economic Forum, Joe Barrett of Global Mobile Suppliers Association and Laura DiDio of ITIC as they unpack what the future will look like. Don’t miss it! https://tinyurl.com/y6b3oma4

JOE BARRETT promises to introduce a new level of connectivity.

Ensuring students in remote regions receive digital access to higher quality education is critical to fostering their growth. #Education4All https://tinyurl.com/y6za3e8l

With a battery that doesn’t quit, how could you say no to the #WatchGT2e?
How can emerging technologies such as AI help achieve the UN's Sustainability Development Goals? See how Huawei is committed to contributing to the implementation of the SDGs. #TECH4ALL
https://tinyurl.com/y3qygxxn

There are so many ways 5G will change our lives, but the increased bandwidth will have obvious, immediate impacts.
https://tinyurl.com/y35g2xqs

"If you have a more resilient network and a really fast and high bandwidth network, all use cases increase.
Omer Koker, Senior Consultant, Managing Director of Objects Consulting

Read what Quentin Ting, chief designer at the helm of the Huawei P40 series, had to share with Elle about designing the Huawei #P40ProPlus.
https://tinyurl.com/yxssbmup
How to prepare for a #STEM career? Dr. Mitch Aide, the ecologist at Rainforest Connection, shares some inspiring career tips. Remember to always stay curious. https://tinyurl.com/y3vgxmfp

For those of you that have just finished high school

Make bold decisions. Stay focused on innovation. #WeAreHuawei
https://tinyurl.com/y2839rq5

Looking good! Make sure to snap a photo of all your favorite looks.
On Wednesday at 2 p.m. ET, join Huawei’s Tim Danks, Geoff Wylde of @worldeconomicforum, Joe Barrett of Suppliers Association and ITIC analyst Laura DiDio as they discuss the positive impact of IoT on our lives. Register today! https://tinyurl.com/y6b3oma4

WEBINAR: HOW IOT WILL CHANGE OUR DAILY LIVES
With Geoff Wylde, IoT Lead, World Economic Forum
Joe Barrett, President, Global Mobile, Suppliers Association (Moderator)
Tim Danks, VP of Risk Management, Huawei Technologies
Laura DiDio, High Tech Analyst, Principal of ITIC
Wednesday, August 19, 2-3 p.m. EST
REGISTER NOW
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Without connectivity, teachers and students risk falling behind. Hear from Erin, a teacher in the Idaho school district about how online access shapes the experience for herself and her students.
#ConnectNotDivide https://tinyurl.com/y4g2fx92

Technology needs to be used for creativity and innovation - especially in rural, poor communities. UNESCO’s Ann Therese Ndong-Jatta discusses the #DigiTruck and how it is bringing technology to under-connected areas in Eastern Africa. #TECH4ALL
https://tinyurl.com/y3qygxxn
We've got a hot new update - take a look at the temperature sensing technology being used in Huawei devices.

https://tinyurl.com/y3t69sen

There's been a surge in consumer demand for health care tools, like pulse oximeters and thermometers.